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COMPONENTS

Cactus Town is an asymmetric action planning game for 2 to 4 players. Set in 
the Old West, it offers highly interactive gameplay of chase & escape, with various 
opposing parties set against each other. You will try to outwit your opponents by 
guessing their moves and fulfilling your very personal objectives. 

RULEBOOK

24 basic building 
cards (blue back)

24 advanced building 
cards (red back)

1 sheriff’s office

4 x 4 action cards

4 x 4 player aid cards 
(4 languages)

1 jail card

2 setup & 1 victory 
conditions cards

3 sheriff/deputies

3 outlaws

2 bounty hunters

1 Can-Can dancer

3 plunder tokens

1 captive token

2 horse tokens

2 pay-off-debts 
tokens

3 duel tokens

4 peace pipe 
tokens

4 reload tokens

4 bullet token

4 trap tokens

1 first player token

4 dice

10 standee bases

4 gunslinger 
screens

GOAL OF THE GAME

Cactus Town is a sleepy little town in the Old West, which is about to see a whole lot of action. You take on the role of one of 
four parties, each having their own objectives and victory conditions. This is what you need to do to come out victorious:

The sheriff and his deputies’ goal is to take the outlaws into custody. “No plundering in my town!” 
They win immediately when 2 outlaws are in jail.

The outlaws’ goal is to plunder their hidden target buildings and escape town.    “You won’t stop us, you fools! 
We’ll find that loot!” 
They win immediately if 2 outlaws have escaped to the wilderness with plunder tokens.

The bounty hunters’ goal is to cash in on the bounty, by capturing an outlaw and securing transport 
means to deliver him to the district’s capital.   “That’s MY prey, not the sheriff’s!”    They win immediately if 
they have captured 1 outlaw and stolen 2 horses, in any order.

Last but definitely not least, the Can-Can dancer’s goal is to get revenge on those who did her wrong. 
“They think they’re better? They’ll remember my name!”  She wins immediately if she has paid off debts 
in 2 target buildings and won 3 duels, in any order.

CHOOSE SIDES

The following party combinations are possible, depending on player count. 

With 2 players, choose the sheriff and the outlaws, with 3 players choose any of the combinations shown on 
setup card A, with 4 players all parties will be present. Be aware that clockwise seating order is important, 
so either choose parties according to how you are seated, or seat according to how you choose your parties, 
following the order in the setup chart.

Further 1p, 2p, 3p, 4p and 5p combinations are available through the game’s expansions, as shown on setup card B.
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TOWN SETUP

Place the sheriff’s office in the center of the play area .  Shuffle the basic building cards (blue 
back) and place them face down around the sheriff’s office, forming a 5x5 square. This represents 
Cactus Town . The outmost buildings of the 5x5 square are considered the town’s edges, 
directly leading to the wilderness beyond . Shuffle the advanced building cards (red back) to 
form the target building deck .

Place the standees of your party on the starting locations indicated on the back of setup 
card A (  - ):

Note that the map shows a total of 7 parties. It includes the positions of the 3 parties (Dakota & 
Tashunka, the lone ranger, and the cowboy) of the game’s current expansions and the Stampede 
expansion’s train and corral tiles. You can find more information on the expansions using the QR 
code below the map.

Reveal all starting location buildings. Give the first-player token to the party shown first in your 
chosen party combination. Take the 4 action cards with your symbol, the die of your color, and your 
player aid card, and place them in your player area .

Leave the gunslinger screens, the peace pipe, reload, bullet, and trap tokens in the box; they are only used in gunslinger mode.

Place the jail card in your player area 

Draw 4 cards face down from the target 
building deck. The depicted buildings are 
the outlaws’ plunder targets (disregard the 
iconography or text on the card) . Place 
the plunder tokens in a general reserve next 
to the target building deck .

Draw 1 card face down from the target 
building deck. The depicted building is a 
target to steal a horse from . Place 2 
horse tokens shaded face up in your player 
area . Place 1 captive token in the general 
reserve  .

Draw 4 cards face down from the target 
building deck. The depicted buildings are 
targets for the Can-Can dancer to pay off 
debts . Place the 2 pay-off-debts tokens 
and 3 duel tokens shaded face up in your 
player area .

PREPARING THE GAME (BASIC MODE)
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GOLDEN RULE #1: TARGET DRAWS When drawing from the target building deck, none of the drawn cards may represent a building your standees are standing on. Discard and redraw until you have fulfilled this condition. Shuffle discarded cards back into the deck after completing the draw. Keep target building cards secret from your opponents until activating them.

HOW TO PLAY

The game is played in rounds and stops immediately (even mid-round) when one of the players reaches their goal. Each round 
is played in two phases:

Planning phase: All players simultaneously choose 3 action cards from their hand 
and lay them face down in front of them, from left to right. You may check your cards 
at any time. Lay down the remaining action card in a 90 degree angle to the right of 
your card sequence, it may be useful later.

Action phase: The starting player flips the first action card, resolves an action on the 
card (if possible) and passes turn to the next player in clockwise order. Repeat passing 
turns in clockwise order until all players have resolved their 3 actions.

Once all action cards are resolved, the player with the first player token passes it to the next player in clockwise order. You are 
ready for your next round!
 
PIONEER’S MODE! After a first playthrough in the introductory programming mode described above, we recommend you try 
out the pioneer´s mode, a real challenge. In the pioneer’s mode, actions are resolved in reverse order, making each turn a real 
puzzle. See page 6.

ACTION CARDS

MOVEMENT ACTIONS

GOLDEN RULE #2: MOVEMENT & DEADLOCK 

• Except for the initial setup, there may never be 2 standees of the same color in the same building. 

• You must move all your standees from the starting building(s) with your first move action.

• Upright standees of opposing color present in the same building are considered to be in a deadlock. They cannot use the 

RUN action and can only be separated using the SNEAK action or a as a result of a DUEL or UP-CLOSE action. 

1 2 3 POTENTIAL
SECOND SHOT

1 2 3 POTENTIAL
SECOND SHOT

Each player has a private hand of 4 action cards, each featuring 1 or various action 
icons. When a card is revealed in the action phase,  the player owning the action 
card chooses 1 (and only one) of the action icons and resolves it as described 
below. Actions can be carried out by only 1 standee, unless otherwise specified.

Second Shot value

Action Icons
(choose 1 in action phase)

Party icon

This action can be carried out by 
up to 3 standees.

This action can only be carried 
out in games with 3 or more 
players.
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 RUN   RUN ALL 

Move 1 / alll of your standees up to 1 building space, orthogonally. Reveal 
the building card you end on, even for standees you decided not to move 
this turn. If you are prevented from carrying out the RUN action because of 
deadlock, do NOT reveal the building card.

An outlaw carrying a plunder token can use the RUN action to escape to 
the wilderness if they are alone in one of the town’s edge buildings. Place 
the outlaw with its plunder token in your player area to indicate the partial 
completion of your objective. Only 1 outlaw may escape to the wilderness at 
a time.

 SNEAK  SNEAK ALL

 Move 1 / all of your standees up to 1 building space, orthogonally. Do NOT reveal the building card you move to. You may 
SNEAK out of a building, even if another standee is present, thereby overcoming deadlock.

Note: the SNEAK action does NOT enable an outlaw to escape to the wilderness. (There is nothing to hide behind out in the desert!)

 DANCE THE CAN-CAN (Can-Can dancer)

Move up to 1 space, diagonally. Reveal the building you end on. You may ignore deadlock with your dance.

 DUEL 

Choose one building with at least 2 upright standees, including your own. For each upright standee, its owner rolls a die. 

Players may add the second shot value displayed on their unplayed action card to the die roll. They can improve their duelling 
odds by setting aside the highest value card in the planning phase. 

To use the second shot value, flip the unplayed action card face up; you may only use it once per round. 

In the gunslinger mode, players may have additional tokens to modify their roll result (see pages 7-8). 
Resolve these tokens before deciding whether to use your second shot. 

Players may use their second shot value at any time, including as a reaction to other players having 
used their respective second shots.

When no more player wants to use their second shot, the highest modified roll result wins.

In case of a tie for highest modified result, the player whose card initiated the duel wins. If the 
owner of the duel card is not among the tied players (this may be the case in multi-player shootouts), 
the tied players repeat rolling the dice until the tie is broken.

Then apply the duel outcome to the loser(s). There are two possible outcomes, stun and push. Sheriff/deputies, bounty hunters 
and the Can-Can dancer are always pushed; the outlaws are always stunned. 

STUN

A character may be stunned. Represent this by laying the standee on its side. 
Stunned standees are not dead, but cannot do any action except RECOVER. 
They cannot take part in a duel, nor are they considered for deadlock.

DUEL ACTION

SECOND SHOT
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PUSH 

A character may be pushed. The duel winner may move the losing 
standee up to 3 building spaces. Each move is in an orthogonal direction 
and consecutive moves do not have to follow a straight line. The pushed 
standee reveals the building space it ends in. Moving through buildings 
with other standees is possible in this case, but ending in one with a standee 
of the same color is not.

OTHER DUEL IMPLICATIONS

A losing bounty hunter releases a captive outlaw if they are carrying 
one. The released outlaw appears upright in the location of the duel or on an 
orthogonally adjacent location, chosen by the winner of the duel. Do not reveal 
that building. Return the captive token to the general reserve.

Each time the Can-Can dancer wins a duel (just 
taking part is not enough), flip a duel token in her 
player area to the colored (completed) face.

SPECIAL ACTIONS

 JAIL AN OUTLAW

If in the same building, one sheriff/deputy may JAIL a stunned outlaw by moving the 
standee (and plunder token, if any) on the jail card.  

 PLUNDER

One of the outlaws may PLUNDER when in one of their target buildings, even if an opposing standee is present. Flip the 
respective target card, show it to the other players, and discard it. Then take a plunder token from the general reserve and 
place it below the outlaw standee. It will move together with the standee until the end of the game, in stunned or upright state, 
and even in captivity. Each outlaw may only have 1 plunder token. 

 RECOVER

Recover 1 stunned outlaw by returning the standee upright.

 CAPTURE

If in the same building, one bounty hunter  may CAPTURE  a stunned outlaw by moving 
the standee (and plunder token, if any) to their player area. Take the captive token 
from the general reserve and place it under the bounty hunter standee. The bounty hunters 
may only have 1 captive outlaw at a time. 

 RELEASE A PRISONER

A bounty hunter present in the sheriff’s office may RELEASE a prisoner from jail. Place the outlaw standee, together with any 
plunder token it carried, on the sheriff’s office, upright.
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 STEAL A HORSE

One of the bounty hunters may STEAL A HORSE if standing in a target building, even if an opposing 
standee is present. Flip the respective target card, show it to the other players, and discard 
it. Flip a horse token in your player area to the colored (completed) face to indicate the partial 
completion of your objective.

 DRAW 1 TARGET BUILDING

Draw 1 card from the target building deck, following the golden rule #1.

 UP-CLOSE

Move an opposing standee from an orthogonally adjacent building to your own. This may 
overcome deadlock in the other building. Reveal the building you are standing on.

 PAY OFF DEBTS

Pay off debts, if present in a target building. Flip the respective target card, show it to the 
other players, and discard it. Flip a pay-off-debts token in your player area to the colored 
(completed) face to indicate the partial completion of your objective.

PIONEER’S MODE

Once you have mastered the actions of the various parties, we suggest you spice up the game with an additional challenge and 
play it like the author does: with reverse programming.

Planning phase (clockwise): The player holding the first player token places one of the 
action cards from their hand face down on the table. Then the next player places one of their 
action cards face down on top of the previously laid-down card. Repeat this step until each 
player has played 3 cards to form the face-down action stack. The unplayed action card 
remains face down in the player area.

Action phase (counterclockwise): Starting with the card on top of the action stack, the action 
cards are flipped, one by one, and one of their actions is immediately resolved by the respective 
player who played the card. If a card’s actions are not playable, disregard it and flip the next card.

Beware! The order of actions in the action phase is reverse to the placing order in the planning phase. This also means that the 
player with the first player token goes last in the action phase. Do you accept the challenge?

The following action is only allowed in games with 3+ players including outlaws, sheriff, and bounty hunters. It may 
be activated only if all outlaw standees are off the map (1 escaped, 1 jailed, and 1 captive).

 BREAK FREE

An outlaw character manages to escape from jail or from bounty hunter captivity. Roll your die. On 1-3, choose the outlaw in 
jail, on 4-6 the outlaw in captivity. Place the character on the sheriff’s office or on the location of the bounty hunter carrying the 
captive bandit token, depending on where they escaped from. If breaking free from a bounty hunter, return the captive bandit 
token to the reserve.

OUTLAW LAST RESORT ACTION
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 STEAL A HORSE

One of the bounty hunters may STEAL A HORSE if standing in a target building, even if an opposing 
standee is present. Flip the respective target card, show it to the other players, and discard 
it. Flip a horse token in your player area to the colored (completed) face to indicate the partial 
completion of your objective.

 DRAW 1 TARGET BUILDING

Draw 1 card from the target building deck, following the golden rule #1.

 UP-CLOSE

Move an opposing standee from an orthogonally adjacent building to your own. This may 
overcome deadlock in the other building. Reveal the building you are standing on.

 PAY OFF DEBTS

Pay off debts, if present in a target building. Flip the respective target card, show it to the 
other players, and discard it. Flip a pay-off-debts token in your player area to the colored 
(completed) face to indicate the partial completion of your objective.

GUNSLINGER MODE

Use the setup instructions from page 2, but use the advanced building cards (red back) for the 5x5 town layout, and the basic 
building cards (blue back) to form the target building deck. Place the peace pipe, bullet, reload, and trap tokens in the general 
reserve next to the target building deck. Give a gunslinger screen to each player.

GAME SETUP

SPECIAL BUILDING EFFECTS

In the gunslinger mode, some buildings will have special effects, as described at the bottom of each card. Application of these 
effects is mandatory. Some of the effects have a condition:

REVEAL: the player revealing the building applies the effect once.

ENTER: apply (if possible) the effect each time a standee ends their 
movement on the building card, including the first time a player 
reveals it. It does not matter what type of movement is used (RUN, 
SNEAK, DANCE, push, etc), and a single standee may leave and re-
enter a building in a later turn to apply the effect again.

 
In a duel, or as a result of a building effect, standees may get pushed and reveal/ enter new buildings. The 
pushed standee is considered to be revealing/entering and applies the relevant effect.

Note: 
• During game setup some buildings are revealed to place standees in their starting position. The standees may not apply the 

buildings’ effects at this moment; they are not considered “revealing/entering” at game start.
• Disregard the icons next to the buildings’ names. They are used in connection with additional buildings from expansions and 

promotions, including Kickstarter content. Check Second Gate Games' online shop for availability of extra content for the game.

Some buildings provide tokens. Each time a standee ends its movement in a building 
showing a token, its owner may take the respective token from the reserve (if available) 
and hide it behind their gunslinger screen. There are only 4 tokens of each kind and they 
are archived after use, i.e. they do not return to the general reserve.

You may have a maximum of 6 tokens at a time. If you are eligible to take a 7th token on 
a building, you may archive one of your current tokens to take a new one.

CACTUS VARIANT

You can play with the cactus variant to add another layer of fun to the game. You can combine this variant with any 
mode, other variant, or expansion of the game. It automatically forms part of the gunslinger mode.

Place the cactus standee next to the board at the beginning of the game.

Each time a standee enters a building with the cactus symbol, the player owning the standee moves the 
cactus from its current position to an unoccupied building space, whether that building is revealed or not.

The cactus is a blocking element: you may neither enter nor pass through a building with the cactus on it, 
neither voluntarily nor unvoluntarily.
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No part of this product may be reproduced without specific 
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Actual components may vary from those shown

In a duel, players are allowed to use dueling tokens (peace pipe, bullet, reload) as surprise items. 
After a duel location is declared, each dueling player secretly selects tokens (maximum 1 of each 
kind) and hides them in their outstretched fist. All players open their fists simultaneously to 
reveal the tokens (if any) and apply their effect.

SPECIAL EFFECTS GUNSLINGER MODE

Token / 
building 
action

When to use it Effect when used

Peace pipe

Duel
The party showing the peace pipe does not take part in the duel. Archive the 

token. 
If there is no duel because of this, all revealed dueling tokens are archived anyway.

Bullet

Duel +1 to your roll result. Archive the token.

Reload

Duel You may re-roll your die once. Archive the token.

Trap

After the movement of an 
opponent

Cancel the movement of a single opponent standee, including involuntary 
movements (for example a pushed standee). Archive the token.

On entering building Move the cactus to a new unoccupied location.

On revealing building Carry out a RUN action with any of your standees.

On revealing building Carry out a RUN action with an opponent’s standee.

On revealing building Carry out a SNEAK action with any of your standees.

ACE UP YOUR SLEEVE

C/ Casp, 37 2-1, 08010 Barcelona, Spain
www.secondgategames.com
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COMPONENTS

There’s rumours of  something big about to happen in Cactus Town -  a small 
backwater settlement that usually wouldn’t catch anyone’s interest. Marshal 
O’Callaghan doesn’t know what it is, but he sure knows one thing: the local sheriff 
cannot be trusted with keeping law and order.

While he is mustering a party to ride to Cactus Town, he needs to find a way to stall 
any developments, and no one is better suited for the task than the lone ranger, his 
predecessor in the marshal post. 

“Will you make sure nothing happens before we get there?”

“Don’t you worry, O’Callaghan, you got your man!” The lone ranger prefers working alone, two decades serving as US marshal 
have taught him not to trust anyone. “He travels fastest who travels alone,” is his motto. “I’ll get there and keep everyone in 
check until you arrive!”

This expansion introduces a new asymmetric party to Cactus Town: the lone ranger.

Commissioned by the federal marshal, his objective is to keep everyone in check until the marshal’s task force arrives. 
A new game mechanic, based on round events, will put a time-limit on your games, ending the game when the event deck is 
depleted and the marshal arrives.

The Lone Ranger expansion requires the Cactus Town base game, and opens several new party combinations, for 2-player, 
3-player, and 4-player games, but more importantly, opens the game for solo play and 5-player games.

In the solo mode, you will take on the role of the outlaws and experience a race against the clock to get your plundering 
done before the marshal shows up… All the while, the lone ranger will tamper with your plans, being your automata opponent.

In a 2-5-player game, you can take on the role of the lone ranger yourself, trying to prevent anyone else from fulfilling 
their objective and manipulating events to win time and speed up the arrival of the marshal.

4 action cards

9 solo mode action cards

18 event cards

1 translucent die

1 lone ranger

4 player aid cards 
(4 languages)

1 standee base

1 gunslinger screen

GOAL OF THE GAME

The lone ranger’s objective is to prevent any opponent from winning the game before 
the arrival of the marshal. “You won’t have your ways, come rain or shine!”  He wins 
immediately when the event card marshal’s arrival is revealed.

RULEBOOK
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NEW ACTION ICONS

PREPARING THE GAME (BASIC MODE)

TOWN SETUP

Follow the town set-up rules of the Cactus Town base game. The Lone Ranger 
expansion works with all variants of the game (basic or advanced buildings, 
reverse order or straight programming).

STANDEE POSITIONS AND PLAYER SETUP

Take the setup card B, it shows which new party combinations are possible, 
depending on player number, and which clockwise seating order must be 
maintained.

Choose your parties (being aware of the seating order) and continue with 
character and town set-up as described in the Cactus Town base game. 

When playing solo mode you will play as outlaws and your automata 
opponent will be the lone ranger, starting from the sheriff’s office.

HOW TO PLAY WITH 2-5 PLAYERS

Play the game exactly as you play the Cactus Town base game, with planning phase and action phase, and stopping the game 
immediately when any player has fulfilled their objectives. 

EVENT CARD DECK

Take the 18 event cards marked and set aside the marshal’s arrival card. Shuffle the 
remaining 17 cards and draw a number of cards face down, depending on the number of 
players:

Players 2 3 4 5

Cards in event deck 
(excl. marshal’s arrival)

8 10 10 10

Afterwards, shuffle the marshal’s arrival card with the bottom 2 cards of the deck, so you 
always know that the game end will be triggered with one of the last 3 cards.

Each round, before the action phase, the lone ranger draws a card from the event deck and reads out the corresponding text 
from the event card table (last page of the rulebook). After application of the effect, discard the event card to a discard pile.

 DUEL

The DUEL action works the same way as in the base game. 
If the lone ranger wins a duel he has initiated, discard 
the following event card from the event card deck. A losing 
lone ranger is pushed.

HORIZONTAL SNEAK (only in solo     
mode)

 CONFUSE

If you share space with an opponent, you may look at a single 
opponent’s target cards, choose one and archive it. The 
opponent draws a new target card from the deck.

VERTICAL SNEAK (only in solo 
mode)

This expansion introduces new special actions, apart from repeating action icons from the base game.
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HOW TO PLAY IN SOLO MODE

Play the game exactly as you play the Cactus Town base game, with planning phase and action phase, and stopping the game 
immediately when you or the lone ranger have fulfilled your objectives. 

In solo mode, you will take on the role of the outlaws, but your objective changes to plundering with all 3 outlaws and 
escaping with all of them to the wilderness.

The lone ranger will try to tamper with your plans, all the while getting stronger in his actions and hoping for an early arrival of 
the marshal. He will win when the marshal’s arrival card is revealed as an action.

Give the first player token to the lone ranger. It will change party after each turn, just like in 
multi-player games.

PLANNING PHASE

At the beginning of the game, as well as before each round, you will have to prepare the 
solo mode action card draw deck, using the numbered solo mode action cards.

1st Round: Take the 4 solo mode action cards marked  and shuffle them to form the action card draw deck.

2nd to 5th round:  take the action cards from the previous round and add 1 random  card to form the new action card 

draw deck. Shuffle.

6th round: In the 6th round add the marshal’s arrival card  to the action card draw deck, this is the LAST card to be 
added. The action card draw deck now has 9 cards. Shuffle. Remember that the game ends immediately when the marshal’s 
arrival card is revealed as an action. If the marshal’s arrival card is drawn as second shot card, continue gameplay as normal.

As of round 7: Archive 1 card from the action card draw deck, starting with card #1 and counting up in subsequent rounds. 
Shuffle. The probability of the marshal’s arrival increases with each round.

During the planning phase, when it is the lone ranger’s turn, take the topmost card of the solo mode action card draw deck and 
place it face down on the action stack, without looking at it. After his 3 programmed action cards are placed, take the topmost 
card of the action card draw deck and set it aside as second shot card.

ACTION PHASE

In the action phase, the lone ranger will always use the second shot feature, and apply the value to all duels in the round.

TARGET VISIBILITY

The actions of the lone ranger depend on whether there is a visible target (the distance to the target does not matter). Carry out 
the respective action icon sequence shown on the action card. 

A visible target is:
• An outlaw with a plunder token
• A revealed target building

 DOUBLE SNEAK (only in solo mode)

Carry out up to 2 separate SNEAK actions in a row, 
following the rules from the base game.

 SPRINT (only in solo mode)

Carry out up to 2 separate RUN actions in a row, 
following the rules from the base game. Only reveal the 
building you end your full movement on.
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EVENT NAME (nº of cards) ROUND EFFECT

1 Sandstorm (2) Vision blurs. No player may use the second shot feature.

2 Disorder (2)
Change of plans. When revealing action cards, players may replace a single action card 
with the action card set aside for the second shot. If they do, they may not use the second 
shot feature.

3 Distraction (1) You get distracted. Starting a duel has a penalty of -1 to your die roll.

4 Train (1)
The marshal moves faster. Discard the following event. If it is the “marshal’s arrival”, the 
game ends immediately.

5 Stagecoach (1)
The marshal moves slower. Shuffle the event discard pile, draw 2 cards (if possible) and 
put them on top of the event card deck

6
Dried up water 
well (2)

You are thirsty. The RUN ALL action can only be carried out with a single standee per 
action. Parties with only one standee are not affected.

7
Snake in my boots 
(2)

You cannot control your moves. The SNEAK ALL action can only be carried out with a 
single standee per action. Parties with only one standee are not affected.

8 Shootout (2)
You get up early to get some shooting done. If your unplayed action card allows you to 
duel, you may duel immediately before the action phase, with a +2 to your die roll.

9 Fast draw (1)
You feel like a gunslinger. All parties roll their dice twice in a duel, adding both results. Any 
modifiers from tokens or buildings apply to both dice.

10 Tumbleweed (3) No effect.

11 Marshal’s arrival (1) The game ends immediately. The lone ranger party is the winner!

The outlaws’ 4 target building cards are visible face up in the outlaws’ player area. When any of these buildings is revealed, 
consider it a visible target. When an outlaw plunders a building, flip the respective target card. This building is not considered 
“visible” anymore. 

ACTION ICON SEQUENCE

Action icons in an uninterrupted sequence are all carried out in the same turn, sequentially, from left to right. Skip icons of 
actions that cannot be carried out. For action icons separated by a slash, carry out the first action if 
possible. Otherwise, carry out the second action. If none are possible, pass turn.

THE LONE RANGER’S MOVEMENTS

The lone ranger will always move towards the closest outlaw, counting the number of building spaces 
it would take to get there with orthogonal movements. If there are several outlaws with the same 
distance, determine the target randomly between them.

If the lone ranger has a movement action but is already on a building with an outlaw, he will not move.

CREDITS

Designer  Raul Luque
Artist  Isaac Murgadella

Second Gate Games would like to thank all the backers on 
Kickstarter, this wouldn't have been possible without your 

support!

© 2021 Second Gate Games, all rights reserved. Cactus Town 
and Second Gate Games logo are trademarks of Second Gate 

Games, S.L.

No part of this product may be reproduced without specific 
permission.

Actual components may vary from those shown
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COMPONENTS

Dakota Stone Fist was worried. It was three days since her father, Tashunka, chief of 
the tribe, had ridden off to Cactus Town to trade – and there had been no word of him 
since. He wasn’t a man to leave his people for so long; nor would he want to be apart 
from his beloved daughter. No, something was wrong, she knew. Dakota pinched her 
fingers around the hollow pebble, hanging by a thin leather strap from her neck, a gift 
from her father on the day of her naming.

She narrowed her eyes and looked out along Well Bear Path, the last place she had 
seen her father waving goodbye to her. Something had happened. And Dakota wasn’t 
about to wait for the rest of the tribe to do something about it.

The people of Cactus Town have always enjoyed a good relationship with the Native American tribes, but now the chief of a tribe 
is missing, and his tracks lead straight to the town.

This expansion introduces a new gameplay feeling to Cactus Town with the unique party of Dakota & Tashunka. Dakota will 
pay the town a visit in search of her father, so the party starts with one standee and (hopefully) gains a second. The player’s 
available actions change depending on whether Dakota is alone or reunited with her father. All the while they try to teach the 
townsfolk a lesson not to get involved with Dakota and her erstwhile peaceful tribe. 

This expansion requires the Cactus Town base game, and opens several new party combinations.

5 action cards

4 player aid cards
(4 languages)

2 basic buildings 
cards

2 advanced buildings 
cards

1 Dakota

1 Chief Tashunka

2 standee bases

1 exploration token

2 totem tokens

4 tomahawk tokens

1 die

GOAL OF THE GAME

You can now play as Dakota & Tashunka and enjoy a whole new experience with the 
game. To win:

Dakota & Tashunka’s goal is for Dakota to find her father and teach 
the townsfolk a lesson: “Don’t mess with our noble people!” They win 
immediately when the chief is found and freed, and they have 
secured 2 totem tokens.

RULEBOOK
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PREPARING THE GAME (BASIC MODE)

TOWN SETUP

Follow the town set-up rules of the Cactus Town base game. The Lost Chief  expansion works with 
all variants of the game, so feel free to choose any (basic or advanced buildings, reverse order or 
straight programming).

STANDEE POSITIONS AND PLAYER SETUP

Take the setup card B. It shows which new party combinations are possible, depending on player 
number, and which clockwise seating order must be maintained.  Choose your parties (being 
aware of the seating order) and continue with character set-up as described in the Cactus Town 
base game.

The player controlling Dakota & Tashunka will start with only 1 standee on the town grid (Dakota).

For Dakota & Tashunka, do the following:

Place the totem tokens (shaded face up) and chief’s 
standee in your player area, together with the action 
card showing the chief. Draw 1 card face down from 
the target building deck. Place the exploration token 
in the general reserve. Place the Dakota & Tahunka’s 
player aid card in your player area.

NOTE: Dakota & Tashunka’s target cards are multi-purpose, they represent locations in which they can (a) free the chief or 
(b) secure a totem token. Over the course of the game, the Dakota & Tashunka will need more target cards, as each building 
can only be activated once. See the Duel section on the next page to learn how to obtain more target cards.

HOW TO PLAY

Play the game exactly as you play the Cactus Town base game, with planning phase and action phase, and stopping the game 
immediately when any player has fulfilled their objectives.
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This expansion introduces new special actions, apart from repeating action icons from the base game.

NEW ACTION ICONS

 FREE DAKOTA’S FATHER

You may FREE CHIEF TASHUNKA if present in a target building. Flip the respective target card, 
show it to the other players, and discard it. Place the chief’s standee on a building orthogonally 
adjacent to Dakota. Reveal that building. Archive this action card and replace it with the action card 
showing the chief.

 SPRINT

Carry out up to 2 separate RUN actions in a row, following the rules from the base game. Only reveal the building you end 
your full movement on. 

 TRACK

Carry out a SNEAK action, following the rules from the base game. Additionally, you may secretly PEEK at the building 
you move to or an orthogonally adjacent one.

 BUILD A TOTEM

Build a totem if present in a target building. Flip the respective target card, show it to the other 
players, and discard it. Flip a totem token in your player area to the colored (completed) face.

 DUEL

The DUEL action works the same way as in the base game. Please refer to the Cactus Town base game manual for clarification. 

The duel outcomes for Dakota & Tashunka are:

If Dakota & Tashunka win, as a new and additional duel effect 
besides pushing or stunning, they win valuable information and 
draw 1 new target building card from the deck. 

If Dakota & Tashunka lose to any party, they 
are pushed. Importantly, they also gain “some 
information” from a lost duel and take the 
exploration token from the reserve. When 
losing a second duel, return the exploration 
token to the reserve and draw 1 new target 
building card.
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BUILDING CARDS

This expansion features 2 new buildings. If this is the first time you use alternative building 
cards, take note that each building has a building type icon on the left of its title, the icon’s 
only use is to help create your building line-up at the beginning of a game, while maintaining 
balance.

Groups (mostly pairs) of cards with a matching icon must always be used together when 
creating your building line-up for a game. Add the two campfire buildings, replacing 
any pair of matching icon buildings from your previous deck.  Keep in mind that card 
replacements have to be made both in the basic and the advanced building card deck, assuring 
your target building deck represents the buildings in town. 

If you have additional building cards from other expansions, promos, or Kickstarter content, you can mix and match groups for a 
huge building combination variety.

SPECIAL EFFECTS GUNSLINGER MODE

Token When to use it Effect when used

Tomahawk

Duel

You may archive a tomahawk token when activating your duel action. If you do, 
instead of dueling, you attack an opponent in an orthogonally adjacent building. 
Throw your die, on 3+ you win. You may not use your second shot or other 
modifiers. Apply duel effects if you win, don’t apply them if you lose.

CREDITS

Designer  Raul Luque
Artist  Isaac Murgadella

Second Gate Games would like to thank all the backers on 
Kickstarter, this wouldn't have been possible without your 

support!

© 2021 Second Gate Games, all rights reserved. Cactus Town 
and Second Gate Games logo are trademarks of Second Gate 

Games, S.L.

No part of this product may be reproduced without specific 
permission.

Actual components may vary from those shown

C/ Casp, 37 2-1, 08010 Barcelona, Spain
www.secondgategames.com
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COMPONENTS

After 3 long months of herding his cattle through the vast expanses of the West, 
John, the cowboy is finally close to his destination. He has reached Cactus Town, 
and the cattle train is waiting on the other side of town. He only needs to steer the 
herd through the village. Sounds easy enough, right? 

But the cows are nervous and the presence of people may 
create problems in the form of stampedes, as they may jump 
with the slightest distraction… and try to gore whoever blocks 
their way!  Chain reactions are possible and no one is safe 
from the beasts. 

This expansion requires the CACTUS TOWN base game and offers several new party combinations.

4 action cards

4 x 4 player aid 
cards 

(4 languages)

2 basic building 
cards (blue back)

2 advanced building 
cards (red back)

2 cows

1 bull-riding 
cowboy

3 standee bases

3 corral tiles

1 cattle train tile

1 die

THE COWBOY’S OBJECTIVE

The cowboy needs to take his herd from the corrals to the cattle train. “It’s time for 
whiskey, dang, but first I’ll have to deliver them cows!”. He wins immediately when the 3 
cattle train wagons are occupied by 1 animal each.

RULEBOOK

PREPARING THE GAME (BASIC MODE)

Follow the town setup rules of the Cactus Town base game. The Stampede expansion works with all 
variants of the game, so feel free to choose any (basic or advanced buildings, reverse order or straight 
programming).

STANDEE POSITIONS AND PLAYER SETUP
Take setup card B, it shows which new party combinations are possible, depending on player number, 
and which clockwise seating order must be maintained. Choose your parties (being aware of the seating 
order) and continue with character and town setup as described in the Cactus Town base game. 

After setting up the 5x5 town grid, place the 3 corral tiles below 
the central edge buildings at the bottom of town, and the train tile 
above the central edge buildings at the top.

Note that the cows and the bull-riding cowboy start on the 
corral tiles outside the town, they will have to enter town with 
their first movement. They cannot return to the corral tiles for any reason.
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ACTION ICONS

The cowboy party has 2 kinds of standees, 1 bull-riding cowboy standee and 2 cow standees. Whenever the rules refer to “cow 
standees”, it refers to just the 2 cows without cowboy, unless otherwise stated.

HOW TO PLAY

Play the game exactly as you play the Cactus Town base game, with planning phase and action phase, and stop the game 
immediately when any player has fulfilled their objectives.

The deadlock of the game’s golden rule #2 (page 3 of the base game rulebook) only applies to the standee of the bull-riding 
cowboy; the cow standees neither cause deadlock nor are affected by it.

GOLDEN RULE - HERDING

 
The cowboy needs to keep his herd together, preventing cows from straying off too far; cows have 

to stay within a range of a maximum of 2 spaces from the cowboy. You cannot voluntarily 

move your cowboy or your cows if the movement would result in any cow being out of 

range.

Whenever a cow is out of range through other events, the following movement restrictions come 

into play:

• SNEAK actions by the cow are no longer allowed (the visual contact is broken and the 

cows refuse to move)
• If the action card allows, the cowboy has to RUN in the direction of any out-of-range 

cow. If that movement would leave an in-range cow out of range, do not move.

The cowboy’s party is very different from the others, with most of its actions being new and unique. Despite having an 
objective that is independent of other players, the cowboy will want to use his actions to wreak havoc and tamper with his 
opponents’ plans.

 RUN (BULL-RIDING COWBOY)

Carry out a RUN action with the bull-riding cowboy. 

 SNEAK (BULL-RIDING COWBOY)

Carry out a SNEAK action with the bull-riding cowboy. 

 SNEAK (1 COW)  SNEAK (BOTH COWS)

Carry out a SNEAK action with 1 / 2 of your cows.
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 REGROUP 

REGROUP your cows. All out-of-range cows move until being in range of the cowboy, using the shortest 
possible route. If there are various options, the player decides. If during this movement a cow enters a 
building occupied by an opponent’s standee, stop the movement and enter the STAMPEDE MODE (see 
STAMPEDE action).

 STAMPEDE

The STAMPEDE action has two consecutive steps:

1. Identify targets: Each of your 3 animals looks for standing opponents to gore in their current 
buildings. In case there is no standing opponent in its current building, but in an adjacent one 
there is, it must move there. The STAMPEDE overcomes the golden rule of herding, but the 
animal standees may still not share a building space. You may choose the building, if there are 
various options. Do not reveal the building cards you move to. 

2. Enter STAMPEDE MODE (except in buildings adjacent to the corral):
• If any of your cattle (including the bull with the cowboy) share a space with one or more 

standing opponents, they try to gore them. The cowboy chooses the order of goring attempts, but any chosen animal 
has to complete its full gore action before going on to the next. 

• GORE: 
I.  Each standing opponent’s owner, and the player controlling the cowboy, roll a die, everyone at the same time. 

Players may not use the second shot feature, nor any tokens, to modify their results. 

II. The cow/bull manages to gore all standees with a lower or equal roll result. Move the opponents’ standees 1 
orthogonal space, up (towards the train) or sideways. You may move it to another cow/bull. Do not reveal the 
building card(s) the standee(s) move to. 

III. If there are any opponents with a higher roll result than the cowboy player, those opponents manage to dodge. In 
this case, move the cow/bull 1 orthogonal space, down (towards the corral tiles) or sideways. This overcomes the 
golden rule of herding. If possible, move to a space with a new goring target. Do not reveal the building card the 
standee moves to. 

IV. Repeat goring attempts with this animal in any building it moves to until it is either alone in a building, has gored all 
present opponents, or has reached the buildings adjacent to the corral.

Note: All movements in the stampede (animals and opponents) are carried out by the player controlling the cowboy. With the 
mayhem of the stampedes it is possible that a single character is gored by various animals, but a character must not be 
gored by the same animal twice in a turn. In some cases it is possible that the only place for stampede participants to be 
moved to is already occupied by a standee of their own party. In that case, do not move the standee: animal and opponent may 
end the stampede in the same building.
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DUEL ACTION OF OTHER PLAYERS

The cowboy does not have a duel card, he is not looking for trouble, but both he and his cows will participate in a duel played by 
other players, if they share the duel location. Follow the base game duel rules, pushing cowboy and cows up to 3 spaces in case 
of losing. Only the bull-riding cowboy may use the second shot feature.

Note that duels are the only way to interrupt the herd’s movement, so they are important for the cowboy’s opponents. The 
special duel outcomes of the Can-Can dancer (win a duel to flip duel token) or the Native Americans (draw a target card or take 
an exploration token) only apply when faced with the bull-riding cowboy, not with the cows alone.

ENTERING THE TRAIN

To win the game, the cowboy will have to lead his cattle into the train at the top of the town. Each 
standee has to move to a single wagon, and each wagon can only be entered from the 
building spaces as shown here.

The bull-riding cowboy standee must be the last to enter the train. Once in a wagon, a 
standee may not reenter town.

BUILDING CARDS

This expansion features 2 new buildings. If this is the first time you use alternative building cards, take 
note that each building has a building type icon on the left of its title, the icon’s only use is to help 
create your building line-up at the beginning of a game, while maintaining balance.

Groups (mostly pairs) of cards with a matching icon must always be used together when creating 
your building line-up for a game. Add the two cow buildings, replacing any pair of matching 
icon buildings from the base game.  Keep in mind that card replacements have to be made both 
in the basic and the advanced building card deck, assuring your target building deck represents the 
buildings in town. 

If you have additional building cards from other expansions, promos, or Kickstarter content, you can mix and match groups for a 
huge building combination variety.

SPECIAL EFFECTS GUNSLINGER MODE

Building action When to use it Effect when used

On revealing building Carry out a STAMPEDE action.

CREDITS

Designer  Raul Luque
Artist  Isaac Murgadella

Second Gate Games would like to thank all the backers on 
Kickstarter, this wouldn’t have been possible without your 

support!

© 2021 Second Gate Games, all rights reserved. Cactus Town 
and Second Gate Games logo are trademarks of Second Gate 

Games, S.L.

No part of this product may be reproduced without specific 
permission.

Actual components may vary from those shown

C/ Casp, 37 2-1, 08010 Barcelona, Spain
www.secondgategames.com
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Dear Backer,

It is an honor and a pleasure to greet you as citizen of CACTUS TOWN, our little backwater in the Wild West. We hope that you 
are going to have heaps of fun with this game, it has been created with a lot of love and dedication. And we are pretty sure it will 
look great on your table and your game shelf, too ;)

On these pages you will find a description and rules for your KICKSTARTER EXCLUSIVE material, the plunder you’re taking to 
your hideout, a reward for your fantastic support. Together, we unlocked a total of 26 stretch goals during the campaign!!! That’s 
additional variety, and additional fun!

We’ll also show you the Pets mini-expansion and promo set rules (Tools and Crazy Chicken), which, by the 
way, some of you received free of charge for being early-bird backers and/or having subscribed to our pre-
campaign newsletter. Make sure you don’t miss out on similar offers for our next games, we always award 
loyal and early backers. So get your email down for our upcoming game “Black Planet”, here (huh?! What’s 
that??!). And as a suprise, we give Deluxe backers the Pets minis, ENJOYl!!

Finally, a word on production. This is a product with plenty of content, and little things in production or assembly can go wrong, 
even when working with a very experienced and high-standards manufacturer like we are doing. If you find anything missing or 
damaged, don’t panic, but write to support@secondgategames.com and we’ll try to sort you out. All components (KS exclusives, 
base game, expansions, promos) are listed under the QR code below so you can easily reference them against your pledge.

Thank you, also in the name of Raul (author) and Isaac (illustrator)!
 

Second Gate Games (Victor, Sergi, Gorka, and Daniel)

KICKSTARTER CONTENT
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CHARACTER SKILLS

The alternative characters introduce character-specific skills to the game. 

Replace the base game characters and take the respective skill token, including the dynamite token for the Can-Can dancer. 
For expansion parties, take a skill token to go with the depicted character. Place the skill token in your player area with the face 
showing 2 dots up.

Use skill tokens in all parties at once to keep balance. Or limit alternative characters to the less experienced or younger players 
to give them a little edge.

The skill tokens can be activated twice per game; only for those specific characters and 
none other. You can activate the special skill during your turn, either before or after 
resolving your action card. Flip the skill token on its first use, and archive it (return it to 
the box) on its second use.

In addition to the normal resolution of your action card this round, you may resolve it once more with the following 
change: choose an opposing standee in the building of the skilled character, or in an orthogonally adjacent one. 
Resolve the action card with this standee, as if it were your own.

Release a captive outlaw from jail. The skilled character must be adjacent to the sheriff's office.

Make a movement of 1 space (RUN or SNEAK) with the skilled character in addition to the action of the action card.

Place the dynamite token on the building you are on. In subsequent turns you may explode the dynamite 
with your CAN-CAN action card (losing any other action allowed with the card). The explosion will move all 
characters on the building 2 building spaces, of the Can-Can dancer's choosing. The movement does not 
have to be in a straight line. Discard the token after the explosion.

Use twice in a row the action icon you select this turn.

Secretly peek at any 2 buildings in town.
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PETS MINI-EXPANSION

Did you ever notice that ALL buildings have different animals depicted on them? They are there for a reason!!! And they are not 
distributed by chance but follow a pattern. One character of your faction can now have their very personal pet. The “pet parent” 
characters are:

Include the 4 pet buildings in the town set-up, replacing 4 buildings with the cactus symbol from the base game. Your pet parent 
(and only the pet parent) can pick up the depicted pet at the 4 new pet locations. Store the respective token in your visible 
player area (maximum 1 token per faction). 

When the pet parent participates in a duel in a building with an illustration of that pet, it will help its owner!! Note that the pets 
are not distributed evenly among the buildings. You may discard the pet token after the resolution of dice, advanced mode 
tokens, and second shot to gain the following:

Cat: May cause allergic reaction. You 
may force your opponent to reroll.

Dog: A loyal companion. +2 to your die roll.

Crow: Distract your opponent(s). -1 to their 
die roll(s).

Snake: Argh, it bit me!!!   Convert 1 
opponent's die roll to 0 (zero).

Discarded pet tokens become available again at their respective locations. 

MINI BOARD

Must be played with an action carried out by the bull-riding cowboy. Until the start of your next turn, cattle in 
the cowboy’s range cannot leave it, neither through duel effects nor stampedes. In the rare event of a stampede 
happening until then, the cows will still look for goring targets and try to gore, but stop whenever they would have 
to leave the cowboy’s range. The cowboy cannot be pushed out of the cows' range.

Action cards Objective markers

Gunslinger screen

Gunslinger tokens

Tools discard pileTools draw pile Jail/Target buildings/Events Die Party objectives
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TOOLS

Tools are action cards that have a single use. They are party specific, the tool cards’ BACKSIDE is color and icon coded, the 
same way as the party's other action cards. Shuffle each player’s tool card deck and place it face down in their player area.

Draw a tool card at the beginning of the game and hold it together with your action cards. To use a tool, place it during the 
planning phase instead of an action card, and apply the effect in the action phase, the same way you would apply other 
character actions. After use, discard the tool card face up in your player area. 

You gain new tools from your stack when losing a duel. Yes, you read correctly, losing will give 
you a benefit. This is an optional balance mechanism that will strengthen you in case of bad luck 
with the dice. You may have various tools on hand at the same time. 

If you gain a tool and your tool card deck is empty, reshuffle discarded tools (if any) to form a new 
tool card deck.

Tools and the second shot feature: In a game without tools, the “unused” action card serves for 
the second shot. Note that when playing with tools you may have various “unused” action cards 
(up to 4, if all your 3 actions in a round were carried out with tools). At the end of the planning phase, select one of your unused 
action cards and place it face down next to your action card sequence or next to the common action stack (in Pioneer mode), 
this will be your second shot card.

ALTERNATIVE BUILDINGS

This expansion features 11 new buildings. If this is the first time you use alternative 
building cards, take note that each building has a building type icon on the left of its 
title, the icon’s only use is to help create your building line-up at the beginning of a 
game, while maintaining balance.

Groups (mostly pairs) of cards with a matching icon must always be used 
together when creating your building line-up for a game. Add any full group of 
buildings with matching symbols, replacing the same number of buildings 
with matching icons in your previous deck.

Keep in mind that card replacements have to be made both in the basic and the 
advanced building card deck, assuring your target building deck represents the 
buildings in town. 

If you have additional building cards from expansions or promos, you can mix and 
match groups for a huge building combination variety, allowing you to configure your 
map differently each time you play and experience new building effects. 

CRAZY CHICKEN

This promo allows your party to use the force of some crazy chicken! Pick up a crazy chicken token at 
one of the new chicken locations and store it behind your gunslinger screen (maximum 1 chicken token 
per player at a time).

You can then "let it loose" in your turn, on a space orthogonally adjacent to any of your standees. It will 
go berserk in that space and expel all present standees. The standees move 1 space each, direction 
chosen by you. The chicken stays there until the end of the round and nobody may enter that building 
during that time. At the end of the round, the chicken token is archived.

There may only be 1 crazy chicken token in town each round.
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SPECIAL EFFECTS GUNSLINGER MODE

Token / 
building 
action

When to use it Effect when used

Peace pipe

Duel The party showing the peace pipe does not take part in the duel. Archive the token. 
If there is no duel because of this, all revealed dueling tokens are archived anyway.

Bullet

Duel +1 to your roll result. Archive the token.

Reload

Duel You may re-roll your die once. Archive the token.

Trap

After the 
movement of an 

opponent

Cancel the movement of a single opponent standee, including involuntary movements 
(for example a pushed standee). Archive the token.

Blessing

Any time an 
opponent plays a 

token

Store the blessing token behind your gunslinger screen. It allows you to cancel a token 
played by your opponent. To use it in a duel, you must have it in your fist. Archive after use.

Founder

Duel

The founder token represents the people of Cactus Town, giving the holding party 
support in duels, a +2 on your die result. Store the token in your visible player area, it 

activates automatically.
The Founder always protects the weak, so the token will change to whoever loses a 
duel (whether the +2 was relevant or not), if the player holding the founder token was 

involved in that duel. In multi-player shootouts with various losers, this would be the one 
with the lowest roll (roll again in case of tie).

Tomahawk

Duel

You may archive a tomahawk token when activating your duel action. If you do, instead of 
dueling, you attack an opponent in an orthogonally adjacent building. Throw your die, on 

3+ you win. You may not use your second shot or other modifiers. Apply duel effects if you 
win, don’t apply them if you lose.

On entering 
building Move the cactus to a new unoccupied location.

On revealing 
building Carry out a RUN action with any of your standees.

On revealing 
building Carry out a RUN action with an opponent’s standee.

On revealing 
building Carry out a SNEAK action with any of your standees.

On revealing 
building Choose a token from the archived tokens (if available)

If dueling on this 
location

You may reroll your die once in a duel you start here
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On revealing 
building

Take one of your tools cards from the reserve (if available).

Always active You may not move the Cactus here.

On revealing 
building

Carry out a STAMPEDE action.

ACTION ICONS USED ON TOOLS

Action Effect

Carry out two consecutive SNEAK actions with one of your standees.

Carry out a SNEAK action and then a RUN action with one of your standees.

Shoot at 1 opponent in an orthogonally adjacent building. Roll your die. 1-2: nothing happens; 3-6: 
push/stun.

When being present in the sheriff’s office, release a prisoner from jail and place him on an 
orthogonally adjacent building. 

Carry out a diagonal RUN action with both of your standees. Reveal the building cards you end on. 
May not be used if in deadlock.

Secretly PEEK at two face down building cards, anywhere in town. Return the buildings face down to 
their previous locations.

Move an opposing standee from building 2 spaces away to your own. This may overcome deadlock in 
the other building. Reveal the building you are standing on.

Carry out an UP CLOSE action or carry out a RELEASE A PRISONER action.

Move an opposing standee from a diagonally adjacent building to your own. This may overcome 
deadlock in the other building. Reveal the building you are standing on.

Draw 3 target building cards. Keep 1, archive the other 2.

Shoot at 1 opponent in an orthogonally or diagonally adjacent building. Roll your die. 1-2: nothing 
happens; 3-6: push/stun

Carry out a SNEAK action with both cows and the bull-riding cowboy.

Carry out a SNEAK action and then a RUN action with the bull-riding cowboy.

Carry out 2 consecutive SNEAK actions with an opponent’s standee.
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